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Introduction. The purpose of this note is to announce a representa
tion theorem for separable Fréchet manifolds. This representation 
theorem demonstrates a close connection between functionals and 
infinite dimensional spaces. Moreover, it can be applied for the ca
nonical construction of an oo — p homology functor. 

1. The representation theorem. Throughout this note « will de
note homeomorphism or isomorphism, ~ a diffeomorphism, and £^ a 
strong homotopy equivalence. Also manifolds are connected. 

THEOREM A. Let E be a separable C°° manifold without boundary 
modeled on the Hubert space H. Then Vp>0, 3 an inverse system 
{Em, p™\m^p} with p™ onto, Em open in Rm, and E « I n v Lim Em, 
with the standard topology on Inv Lim Em. Also the system {Em} satisfies 
the additional conditions: 

(a) 3 connected m+1 manifolds with boundary, E^+1 and 

Em+i 3 Em+i = Em+i \J Ew+i and Em = Em+i r\ -Em+i. 

(b) E ~ D i r Lim Em. 

We also have the converse. 

THEOREM B. Given an inverse system {Em, p™\m^p}, with p™ onto 
and Em open in Rm, satisfying the following conditions: 

(a) Em splits Em + i into sets E* + 1 and 
— _}_ _ .f. _ 

Em+i 3 Em+i = Em+i W Em+i and Em = Em+i ̂  -Em+i. 

(b) Inv Lim Em is open in LRm. 
Then Inv Lim Em can be embedded as an open subset of H3Em is em
bedded as a smooth submanifold. Also Dir Lim Emc^Inv Lim Em. 
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Details and other applications will appear elsewhere. 

2. Construction of the functor J7oe_P(-, Z). Alexander [ l ] , Eells 
[4], Mukherjea [ l l ] , and Geba and Granas [6] have introduced 
techniques to construct 00 —p chains and cochains. The key issue is 
to construct 00 —p chains with supports in sets of codimension p with 
a Poincaré duality uniquely determined by the support sets. 

The above representations lead to such a construction by allowing 
sets of codimension p which play a role in the following to be given 
as inverse limits of sets of dimension m — p. (In the following mani
folds are without boundary.) 

Since in the above representation £m_i splits Em, we have Mayer-
Vietoris exact sequences 

—+Hm-p(Em, Z) © Hm-.p(Em, Z)-^Hm-.p(Em, Z) » H(rn-i)-p\Em-i, Z) 
m—p 

which induce the inverse system {Hm^p(Emi Z), dm-P} so the diagram 

Hm-p(Em, Z) <-» Hp(Em, Z) 

•'m—1 

H(m-i)-p{Em-.i, Z) <-> Hp(Em-i, Z) 

commutes. Define Ho0^P(E1 Z) = I n v Lim Hm-p{E, Z). We then have 

THEOREM C. Let E be an infinite dimensional C00 separable Hubert 
manifold. Then 3 a homology functor JfiT00_;P(-, Z)3Hoû-p(Ei Z) « 
JSP(E9 Z). 

By using the representation theorem for smooth subsets of E of 
codimension p, local 00 — p chain groups C^-piU, Z) similar to those 
of Herrera [8] can be constructed so that the induced sheaf structure 
gives rise to a functor 3Coo-P(-, Z) which leads to the following result. 

THEOREM D. H^^E, Z) ^8H
p(E, Z) is canonical in the sense that 

if Inv Lim E m « I n v Lim Fm are two representations f or E, then 3 an 
isomorphism Inv Lim Hm-p(Em, Z ) ^ I n v Lim Hm-p(Fmt Z) so that the 
composition 

èH
p(F, Z) ^ Inv Lim Hm-.p(Em, Z) ^> Inv Lim Hm^p(Fm, Z) 

^>9H*(E,Z) 

is the identity. 
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3. Outline of the proof of Theorem A. The proof of Theorem A 
follows from the following sequence of results. 

THEOREM 1. Let E be a smooth separable manifold modeled on the 
Hubert space H. If KQE is closed locally compact subset, then 3 a set 
KDK3E~E\K. 

The proof of Theorem 1 is an application of the fact that 
H\ {0} ~H [2 ]. The key to this application is to observe that when K 
is locally finite dimensional we can choose a K = (jMi where {Mi} is 
a star finite collection of closed finite dimensional submanifolds such 
that KZ)K. The map exp then is used to construct a star finite col
lection of tubular Hubert neighborhoods {N(Mi)\ [lO], which are 
trivial since GL(H) is contractible [9]. Using the diffeomorphism 
i ï \{0}^iüT, another diffeomorphism gi\E—>E\Mi is constructed. 
Then g = J^[gi gives the desired map. We can show in the general case 
that g always operates locally as a product IJg». 

An application of Morse-Sard approximations [5] gives the follow
ing results. 

THEOREM 2a. Let E be a complete separable Hubert manifold. If 
f:E-->Rm is a bounded open map and if &:E-~>R+, then 3 a differen
tiate fm:E—^Rm which 8 approximates ƒ, and with the singular set 
S(fm) closed and locally compact. 

THEOREM 2b. The map fm given by the composition El^E\K-^Rm, 
for a suitable K'DSQm), satisfies the condition that if emi e

r
m^Em =fm(E), 

then 3 a bijection ƒ~1 (em) -*fcl ( 4 ) • 

The bijection of Theorem 2b is simply a point-wise bijection. I t is 
achieved by constructing local pseudo-gradient vector fields [13] 
which are joined along boundaries of charts by taking limits. Then it 
is possible to follow piecewise smooth pseudo-gradient lines which 
are joined by the above limits. The only lines which do not transverse 
every leaf are those whose gradient structure approaches zero. How
ever the union of these lines forms a set which is forced to be closed 
and locally compact by the structure of S(fm). Hence we can neglect 
this set by including it in K. 

We can now consider an ƒ given by the composition E-̂ > JJ^jE-4i?w, 
where j = H^e f , and where dH is given by the composition E~E\ {e>} 
—»jR, the last map being a metric distance d(-, e*). The collection 
{Ci} izizp is chosen to be linearly independent in a suitably small chart 
containing a point ef, and f^ifmie')) is a connected leaf of the foliation 
{f-\em)=E?\E = \JK}-
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To prove Theorem A, we will construct the Em by induction as 
follows: Given a.nfp:E—*Rp satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2b, 
where E is given a complete metric structure, we construct a cor
responding JirJEJ' =fe\e'v)->Rl. Let f:E->R*>+1 be given by 
ftâ^ifpie), JiC0*^)))» where a is the bijection <r:Ev

ê —Œe>. I t can be 
shown that ƒ is differentiate and that 

3ÊDS(f) 3E~E\Ê, 

so that the composition e-*g(e)—>Pg(e)—:>fPg(e) gives a differentiate 
fp+i without singularities, and where all appropriate pseudo-gradient 
lines are defined. P is a projection which maps g(e) to a point in Ev

e 

and is determined by the trivial tubes that produced the g. The pro
jection P has no singularities because we can assume that each N(Mi) 
is constructed so that gi operates in directions complementary to K. 
In addition, as above 3 a bijection Ev

e
+l —fi+i(fP+i (e))—»££+1, for a 

connected leaf E£+1. This completes the induction. We can assume: 
(a) In a chart about e\ every vector in a linearly independent basis 

transverses some leaf E^. Hence C\m^p E%~e'. 
(b) Given a basis of open sets { V\*} m 

fT(Veu) C Vl> for some VeU C E{ « ƒ,(£)• 

Then taking Em=fm(E), we obtain an inverse system {jEm, p™\ 
m ^.p}, where each Em represents an m-parameter abelian group of bi-
jections, and so tha t Em splits Em+i* The above conditions are trans
ported over E by the w-parameter groups Em. These facts combine 
to give E— Inv Lim E m D I n v Lim i?m, with Inv Lim Em open in 
Inv Lim Rm. The property Dir Lim Em~E is a form of the Palais-
Svarc lemma [12], 

Theorem B follows by constructing a homeomorphism h:H—* 
Inv Lim Rm. Then hr^En) will be a smooth submanifold. 

REMARK. Since every Fréchet manifold can be embedded as an 
open subset of H [7], we can assume that E is any separable Fréchet 
manifold. 
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